Dear Prof. Geoff Pegram,

We would like to thank you for your time and effort that you put into the review of this manuscript! In the following a point to point response to each of your comments.

Sincerely yours,

The authors

126: The sites in Fig 1e do not match with Figs 2 and 4. In Fig 2, station 32 is mis-labelled.

Clarification:

Lines 122 to 128 describe the discharge observations and links to Figure 1e to see the ground observational network that we used.

Figure 2 is mentioned in the preceding section (ll. 114-120). This section describes the sources that were tapped onto to compile a list of flood events that were reported for Africa in 2003 in various disaster databases. This database is visualized in Figure 2 and is used as reference to verify AFFS forecasting performance.

Figure 4 is first time mentioned in the methodology part under section “flood events” (ll. 331-2). It is stated that information regarding AFFS forecasted flood events including location and timing was compiled into another database, which is shown in Figure 4.

Hence, all three Figure show different information: Figure 1e the observational network; Figure 2 the list of reported flood events and Figure 4 the list of forecasted flood events using AFFS.

Changes to the manuscript:

- We ask the typesetting team to not shrink Figure 1 to such a small size as we provide it in A4 size. This figure contains many important information related to the study area and it is important that the reader can actually see the information of the maps and also read the legends.
- Changed ll.125-6 to: The resulting ground observation network comprises 36 discharge measuring stations holding daily observations between 2003 and 2008 (Fig. 1e).
- For Figure 4, we decided to move ll.329-332, which holds the first description) it to the results part under the section “flood events” as it is an actual result and should not be mentioned earlier. We hope that this will also prevent any further confusions.
220: it is not clear what data were used for calibration - were these actual riverflow records from gauging stations? Were these the set mentioned in line 125 ff from "ground observation network comprises 36 discharge measuring stations holding observations between 2003 and 2008 (Fig. 1e)."?

Clarification:

Yes, LISFLOOD was calibrated using daily discharge records at the 36 locations shown in Figure 1e. The calibration was done between 2003 and 2008.

Changes to the manuscript:

- Ll. 220-222 were changed to: For the pan-African set-up, LISFLOOD was calibrated at the 36 locations shown in Figure 1e (black dots) using daily discharge records, over a time period of five years (2004–2008; 2003 used as warm-up). Those 36 sub-catchments correspond to 11 hydrological basins.

255-270: the use of KSE' with apostrophe rather than prime as defined in eq (1a) is inconsistent, here and elsewhere - 336ff.

Clarification:

The KGE with apostrophe (=KGE’) denotes the modified version of the Kling-Gupta Efficiency. Throughout the manuscript the denotation KGE’ has been used consistently used, also in Eq 1a and in l. 336ff. The only time KGE was mentioned in the text without apostrophe is in ll.270f “The benefits of using KGE’ over KGE or Nash–Sutcliff Efficiency are discussed by Gupta et al. (2009) …”, where reference is made to the original version of the Kling-Gupta Efficiency.

Changes to the manuscript:

- Ll.270f were changed to: The benefits of using the modified version of the Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE’) over the original one (KGE) or Nash–Sutcliff Efficiency are discussed by Gupta et al. (2009)
- Figure 6 was updated and includes not the apostrophe

283: the reader has to wait until line 329 to realise that the meaning of Pobs was "Information regarding observed flood events", so please fix

Clarification:

P\text{obs} does not mean “Information regarding observed flood events”. It refers to the cumulative distribution function of the observation. In ll 281-283 it is mentioned: “… the CRPS (Continuous Rank Probability Score), […] compares the cumulative distribution function of a probabilistic forecast (PhydEPS), to the observation (Pobs), …”

Changes to the manuscript:
- Il 281-283 were changed to: “... the CRPS (Continuous Rank Probability Score), [...] compares the cumulative distribution function of a probabilistic forecast (PhyDEPS), to the cumulative distribution function of the observation (Pobs), ...”

325: add " see equations 4 to 6"

Clarification:

Li 325ff show the equations POD, CSI and FAR and also numbers them as 4, 5 and 6 respectively. I don’t know exactly where we should include “see equation 4 to 6” at that point, therefore I would suggest to do the following change.

Changes to the manuscript:

- Il 324ff was changed to: They are calculated as follows: [then the 3 equations follow]. All are expressed as percentages. The optimum value for POD and CSI is at 100%; whereas it is 0% for FAR.

332: again the mismatch between Figures 1e and 4 - this makes the argument difficult to follow.

Clarification:

This is a misunderstanding by the reviewer of what we are showing in Figure 1e and Figure 4; which has already been addressed under his comment related to l.126. We hope that this issue is solved by that explanation, plus the changes.

347: the poor validation of the Zambezi appears to be principally because it was during a short period of relatively low flows, not the full range

Clarification:

Yes, we agree that this is also a contributing factor.

Changes to the manuscript:

- Il. 345ff were changed to: The difference in KGE’ between the calibration and the validation period is largest in the Zambezi catchment. Possible reasons can be seen in Fig. 6b. At this particular location there is a lack of data in the calibration period. On top of that, the flow during the few years for which data were available was relatively low in comparison to the one in the validation period, hence the calibration did not cover the full range of flow conditions which surely contributes to a suboptimal calibration.

357: "Olifants river" is not mentioned in Figures 1, 2 and 4

Clarification:
In l.357 there is the reference made to Figure 6c. In that figure 6c it is seen that the station we are looking at in the Olifants river is called “Loskop North”, which is also mentioned in Figure 1e.

They are not mentioned in Figure 2 and 4 as those figures shows different things as already explained above and modifications were done to prevent any future confusions.

**367: Figures 7a and 7b have been switched**

Clarification:

The reviewer is absolutely right. We switched the plots because like that they were better in line with the order that they are mentioned in the manuscript. We also created the plot newly, but the wrong (not updated one) was included in the manuscript. We rectified that now.

**375: Figure 8 is difficult to read for 2 reasons, the image and text are very small and the colour palette does not grade from light to dark nor does it have a comfortable colour gradation, so the message is lost. Rather plot the two sets of predictabilities as histograms versus sizes of named catchment areas?**

Clarification:

We fully agree with the reviewer the plots have been printed too small and like that it is very difficult to see the differences. It is not like that if it was printed in the size we provided the figure, which is then very clear.

Changes to the manuscript:

- request to the typesetting team to not shrink Figure 8 (and also Figure 10) to a size that it is very difficult to impossible to see the information displayed. Thank you.

**387: ENS is not in the glossary - does it mean Ensembles?**

Clarification:

Here: ENS = meteorological ensemble predictions

Changes to the manuscript:

- l.387 was changed to: “… the decrease in forecasting performance cannot be affiliated to possible inaccuracies of the ENS meteorological ensemble predictions only, but there must be other additional influencing factors.”

**413: POD etc - it would help the reader if these were qualified here**

Changes to the manuscript:

- l. 413 was changed to: “... resulting into a general Probability of Detection (POD) of 69 %, a False Alarm Rate (FAR) of 29% and a Critical Success Index (CSI) of 54 %.”
418: 10 km$^2$ should be 10 km$^3$

Corrected.

434: This is the first mention of the Sabi other than in the introduction - what makes it special? - also Fig 1 is very difficult to read - enlarge?

Clarification:

As mentioned in the introduction, in addition to the evaluation of the hindcast, we wanted to illustrate the flood forecasting performance of AFFS on a concrete example to show the reader to potential outcome/products. We applied all the methods described in Section 2.3 to arrive to this forecast. As it is in an ungauged basin, none of the statistics can be calculated on this forecast, but it can be crossed compared with reports found in disaster databases. Doing so, it shows that AFFS is capable to predict flood events even in ungauged river basins, which emphasises at the same time its value.

We agree that Fig 1 is too small. This is not a mistake by the authors as the figure is originally in A4, but is printed in the .tex file too small. We assure to pay attention that the figure will be printed in a good size once the official typesetting is done.

525: the Glossary (not labelled as such) splits the last sentence of the acknowledgements.

That is also a typesetting error, and we hope that it will be rectified.
Dear referee,
We thank you kindly for your suggestions which will surely add value to the current manuscript and also thank you for pinpointing to a mistake that has unfortunately happened. Please find below our response including the adjustment on the manuscript to each point raised.
Sincerely Yours,
The authors

1. The forecasting system does not use assimilation of in-situ or remotely sensed hydrological observations (river discharge, soil moisture, storage change etc.) to increase sharpness and reliability of predictions. I think somewhere in the discussion, this opportunity should be mentioned and discussed as one way to strengthen the system in the future.

We totally agree with the reviewer on this point and therefore suggest the following addition to the manuscript [discussion part (page 15, l496):
This shows that the system works well with a minimum number of ground observations, while at the same time, it indicates a good potential for further improvements once more observational records become available. In this context remote sensing might become a valuable alternative source of observed land surface hydrological fluxes. Surface-water related signals are translated into estimates of e.g. streamflow, soil moisture, land-surface temperature, surface water height and inundation extend. The research on the potential benefit of assimilating those estimates into hydrological applications is increasing steeply and have shown already now promising results (Andreadis et al., 2007; Glen el al., 2014; Hirpa et al., 2013,2014; Munier et al., 2015; Pedinotti et al., 2014; Revilla-Romero et al., 2014; Tarpanelli et al., 2013; Wanders et al., 2014).
As assimilating those data might improve the forecast ability of AFFS by e.g. improving estimates of the initial conditions or the timing of the flood peak, it should be focus of future research.
Furthermore [...]


2. I believe it would strengthen the analysis and the paper if the “seasonal mean” benchmark was replaced by a “climatology” benchmark (i.e. historic mean for each day of the year). A 60-day moving average implies quite a lot of smoothing in these highly seasonal river systems.

We thank the reviewer for this important point. The ESP approach is already nearly identical to this request. The ESP uses observations from the same (and the 10 following days) calendar day from the last 20 years as forecasts (thus representing the calendar day mean as the ensemble of the last 20 years observations). The ESP is harder to beat than a mean for the same day as it also represents the dynamic of the forecasted days. The information requested can be already seen via the comparison between ESP and AFFS forecasts, which is discussed in the text. This computations would not add any further information and findings.

3. I am having problems with figure 7, esp. with the curves showing performance relative to the persistence benchmark. Persistence is a perfect forecast for a forecasting horizon (fh) of 0 and then quickly degrades with increasing fh. I would therefore expect that CRPSS using persistence as benchmark starts relatively low (must be negative for fh=0) and then increases. The steep descent in CRPSS with increasing fh shown in fig 7b does not look reasonable to me. In essence, one would expect that persistence is harder to beat for short fh than for long fh. I know that the persistence benchmark has been added in the first revision of the manuscript and would suggest that the authors check up on this. I also noticed that the labeling of fig 7 subplots has been mixed up in the caption.

The reviewer is perfectly right on this point. Reason for this “strange behavior of the graph” is that the “1-“ had unfortunately been forgotten at the beginning of the calculation. We are very grateful to the reviewer for pinpoint to this mistake that is now corrected.

In Fig. 7 the two different sets of CRPSS are plotted over the 10 days lead time. Both sets show the same general tendency: Comparing against the seasonal mean as benchmark the average CRPSS is decreasing as the lead time advances, meaning that the error increases, i.e. AFFS’ skill to forecast streamflow decreases (Fig. 7a). This is also confirmed by the number of stations with positive CRPSS, which continuously decreases over the 10 days lead time (Fig. 7b). Decomposing the CRPSS for different regions in Africa shows (here: seasonal mean as benchmark) that only a small number of stations in Eastern Africa (20 %) have skilful streamflow predictions, while in Western Africa the majority of stations
(70–90 %) show skilful streamflow predictions. Comparing against the last observation as benchmark, shows however that the skill of the AFFS’ prediction is increasing steeply at day 2 and remains high till the end of the forecast (day 10). This shows that after 2 days lead time the forecasts based on AFFS are much more skillful than presuming that the last observation will remain stagnant throughout the forecasting period.